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/.//•'A* Of
years was his friendship ;unl t'owspondvnre with the
French Positivist philosopher, Aiigiinfe Canute. "Have
you ever looked into Comfce's Qwrs tit /Vufoxtfifiiti /'<#/-
tiwtn he writes to Dr. Ifctin on Octolier 15, .1841. ** He
makes some mistakes, but, ou the* wholof 1 think it very
near the grandest work of this nge,'1 II in corrt'*pondt*ncc
with Comtc began in 1841 and listed to iB,|4 The
greatest warmth of feeling between the two is shown in
the letters of 1842 and 1143, After that it somewhat
cools, though as late as 1846, when Curate had lost liin
Clotilde, he received an afieeibttitte letter of condolence
from Mill But it wits impossible for a mart of the high
and generous feeling which Mil! so uniformly displayed
to be on intimate' term* with one who was sa utterly
different to himself both in lone of character and habitual
range of thoughts, Cotnte, more	than any
other philosopher, eicept Francis itacon, demand** from
his critics a clear	between the character of his
life and the character of his intellect One of the most
comprehensive and synthetic thinkers of his was, In
domestic affairs, perhaps one of the meanest and Kmallest.
When he was turned out from the position of Kxaminer
at the Polytechnic School it Paris, he die! not ftmtple
to demand subsidies from his friends, nor to revile them
if they refused to contribute. Mill, who, despite his
losses through the American Repudiation, had
forward in offers of pecuniary help, firs! found a triple of
disagreement in the position of women j and then had
finally to convey to Comte that Grote and Molesworth,
l. | jot •	whom he had interested In the case of the clisa
Examiner, were disinclined to-give any further a4
Comte, who. in his • correspondence	mueh of the*

